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Executive summary 
Erasmus University Rotterdam is situated in a vibrant and multicultural city, home to the largest port in Europe, which defines 

its resolutely innovative, entrepreneurial vibe. These settings and strong academic tradition have contributed to its national 

prominence as well as international positioning within the academic community. 

EUR’s Strategy 2024, "The Erasmian Way, Creating Positive societal impact", focusses on 'Being an Erasmian', which consists 

of being a world citizen, embracing societal engagement and with an open and critical mindset. It also entails how we do so: 

entrepreneurial, innovative, and based on diverse backgrounds and opinions, always unifying and collaborating, taking action, 

and willing to be unconventional and daring when the situation calls for it.  

Diversity and inclusion are critical components of ‘being an Erasmian’ and as such EUR’s values and brand this plan argues: 

its strategic communications. A consistent brand experience of an inclusive ‘Erasmian’ environment builds trust and creates 

enduring and resilient relationships within the broader EUR community. Inclusive communication is as important as inclusive 

policies to shape and achieve these diversity goals. As such, it is no longer enough to tell our brand story simply; we must live 

up to our brand's promise inside out. 

Consequently, this means all individuals at EUR must not only understand the value promises of diversity and inclusion but 

also be equipped with the knowledge and tools necessary for communicating these values. Values that underpin what it is to 

be an Erasmian. 

This document builds upon the policy and insights developed in our Diversity & Inclusion and Marketing and Communications 

departments as well as upon ambitions and objectives set out in the current EUR Strategy 2024. It takes into consideration 

the national political and media climate and challenges faced by the higher education institutions worldwide and the broader 

aims of EUR to embrace a culture of diversity, inclusion, and social equity throughout its community. 

Further, this plan will outline a three-strand approach to promote and embed inclusion fully in our communications efforts. 

One that seeks to: 

I. Diversify the content of communications at EUR through greater understanding 

II. Make the communication of diversity, inclusion, and social equity more proactive. 

III. Broaden the approach to communications at EUR as to better address this key societal challenge 

It will conclude with an overview of initiatives, campaigns, and projects in which to achieve this. The imperative to diversify 

our communications was stark throughout the current and prior strategic periods; however, given the arrival of COVID-19 

virus and its tremendous impact on society as well as on EUR, the need to embrace the principles of diversity, inclusion, and 

social equity in all our communication are indisputable. Inclusive communication is and will be a critical part of EUR's aim to 

be a world-leading educational institution which utilises and produces high-quality human talent for the pursuit of knowledge 

and the benefit of society.
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1. Rationale 
1.1. Summary 

Diversity and Inclusion' in its specific usage, and as EUR utilises it, is also a strategy, an approach, or a concept focusing on all 

members playing a part in a group's or an organisation's mission. It is also a level of respect which offers the opportunity for 

individuals to share unique perspectives and contribute individual strengths. In this, the diversity of individuals within the 

EUR community are a primary subject of focus and their sense of inclusion is the aim. 

Indeed, there also remains a strong instrumental imperative to embrace and advocate policies of diversity and inclusion 

throughout EUR. The 2009 financial crisis, scandals in global corporations, and societal commitment to social inclusion have 

already increased the relevance of placing issues of ethics, diversity, and inclusion into the forefront of our institution and 

brand1. As such, attracting and retaining top talent, and talent with unique perspective and skills means being able to offer 

an environment in which people feel respected, understood, and safe. This is important as a multi-million-euro, A-Brand 

organisation.  It means utilising the modern diversity and inclusion policies that are ubiquitous in other large organisations 

and the global higher education sector while having robust internal communication that supports this at every step. 

Diversity and Inclusion policy is centred on expanding social safety for all members of the EUR community; as socially safe 

individuals are more likely to engage in moderate risk-taking, speak their mind, show greater creativity, and feel they can 

take greater responsibility. These are all behaviours that improve the innovative potential within EUR. Communicating these 

concepts effectively, and in a way to promote psychological safety will be vital in creating a culture where people can feel 

they are valued for their uniqueness. There are increased reasons why to focus on communications that support diversity 

and inclusion. 

1.2. Adapting to a changing policy environment 

In 2020, the Ministry of Education, Culture and Science (OCW) have unveiled their new strategy for promoting diversity and 

inclusion in higher education. The National Action Plan represents a move towards a national model of diversity policy as 

seen in the UK, where policy instrumentation to ensure diversity and inclusion within higher education is more explicit and 

lead by government in collaborating with the higher education sector. 

Key aspects of the new policy include: 

 

 

1 Nicholls, J., Hair, J. F. (2016). An exploratory study of ethics, CSR and sustainability education in graduate/undergraduate business schools: Specifically, in 

the marketing curriculum. In Plangger, K. (Ed.), Thriving in a new world economy (pp. 243-246). Cham, Switzerland: Springer. doi:10.1007/978-3-319-

24148-7_73  

https://doi.org/10.1007/978-3-319-24148-7_73
https://doi.org/10.1007/978-3-319-24148-7_73
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• Greater access to quality data of diversity dimensions within higher education2  

• Embedding diversity and inclusion dimensions in quality assessments34 

• Building wider knowledge and expertise through government policy and sectoral collaboration5 

• Creating greater awareness about the value and importance of diversity and inclusion6 

For EUR to adhere effectively to this policy approach will result in a substantial impact on many facets of the organisations 

approach overall. Primarily this will be in embedding understanding of these diversity issues within the institution and thus 

support the effective communication of these issues. 

1.3. Embedding ‘Equality Dimensions’ 

These are characteristics which form the thematic priority areas for Diversity and Inclusion efforts. This approach is inspired 

by the work of the UK's Equality Challenge Unit78 and are enshrined as 'protected characteristics' in UK law; competitor 

universities in the UK are recommended to coordinate their diversity and inclusion efforts along these lines. Despite, the 

differences between jurisdictions, these are all reflected at EUR and nonetheless offer clear demographic considerations in 

which to discuss effective D&I communications. 

Simply, these dimensions are: 

• Age 

 

 

2
  Also termed as ‘equality dimensions’, these include gender, race, etc 

3 Normen van kwaliteitszorg- Er moet gekeken worden naar de (beleving van de) kwaliteit en inclusie van de leer- en werkomgeving. Ook zou dit standaard 
moeten terugkomen in instrumenten die zowel vooruit- als terugkijken. 

4 This also includes insectionality: “Daarbij is het van belang om diversiteit en inclusie als parameter mee te nemen voor kwaliteit, en om data te verwerven 
en te analyseren vanuit intersectionaliteit. Belangrijke aspecten hierbij zijn sociale veiligheid, integriteit en inclusive”  

5 “Voor inbedding en draagvlak is het belangrijk ook beleidsmedewerkers, wetenschappers, promovendi en studenten inspraak in het beleid te geven, 
bijvoorbeeld via de medezeggenschap, ambassadeurs per instelling of klankbordgroepen.” 

6 “Daarnaast is het de verantwoordelijkheid van instellingen en andere organisaties om dit onderwerp op alle lagen te blijven agenderen. Draagvlak draagt 
bij aan bewustwording over ongelijke kansen, uitsluiting en de realisatie dat verandering een verbreding vergt van de norm.” 

7
Equality Legislation, Advance HE https://www.advance-he.ac.uk/guidance/equality-diversity-and-inclusion/equality-legislation  

8 Equality Themes, University of Oxford https://edu.admin.ox.ac.uk/equality-themes  

https://www.advance-he.ac.uk/guidance/equality-diversity-and-inclusion/equality-legislation
https://edu.admin.ox.ac.uk/equality-themes
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• Wellbeing and Disability 

• Race & Ethnicity 

• Religion and Belief 

• Widening Participation (Socio-Economic Background) 

• Gender 

• Gender Identity and Reassignment 

•  Sexual Orientation 

A more developed explanation can be found in Annexe
9
. 

The approach followed by UK universities and US universities, in clearly outlining the social dimensions that may require 

targeted policy along with coordinated policy itself, has been successful in developing a more inclusive environment. At the 

very least, outlining the areas of focus, is of use to EUR, seeing the multitude of concerns being raised within our community 

within these areas10. 

Specifically, these equality dimensions are aspects which all individuals with the EUR community are affected by and mediate 

their relationships within the institution. It is essential for staff to recognise them, how it affects their work and priorities. 

For instance, the White Paper on COVID-19 published by the diversity and inclusion office analyses the effect of COVID-19 

upon stakeholder groups at EUR11. Even though the consequences of the pandemic affect the EUR community and the wider 

population in general, it is clear that the negative consequences of this crisis will disproportionately affect some groups12. 

Reasons include an increase in feelings of fear, anxiety, and stress, loneliness, and trauma 13, facing barriers such as lack of 

 

 

9 See Annex 1 

10 Hofland, T (2019). “Nieuwe ‘huiskamer’ en meldpunt voor studentenwelzijn” EM https://www.erasmusmagazine.nl/2019/08/30/nieuwe-huiskamer-en-

meldpunt-voor-studentenwelzijn/  

11
Tibboel et al. (2020) Covid-19: Uitdagingen en handelingsperspectieven voor inclusieve universiteiten. https://www.eur.nl/en/media/2020-05-

20200515corona-discussie-punten-di-finale-versie 

12 NAACP (2020). Ten equity implications of the Coronavirus COVID-19 outbreak in the United States. https://naacp.org/wp-content/uploads/2020/03/Ten-
Equity-Considerations-of-the-Coronavirus-COVID-19-Outbreak-in-the-United-States_Version-2.pdf 

13 Hoy, WG & Harris, HW. (2020) Unintended consequences of COVID-19. CCM. 
https://www.baylor.edu/communityconnection/news.php?action=story&story=218091 

https://www.erasmusmagazine.nl/2019/08/30/nieuwe-huiskamer-en-meldpunt-voor-studentenwelzijn/
https://www.erasmusmagazine.nl/2019/08/30/nieuwe-huiskamer-en-meldpunt-voor-studentenwelzijn/
https://naacp.org/wp-content/uploads/2020/03/Ten-Equity-Considerations-of-the-Coronavirus-COVID-19-Outbreak-in-the-United-States_Version-2.pdf
https://naacp.org/wp-content/uploads/2020/03/Ten-Equity-Considerations-of-the-Coronavirus-COVID-19-Outbreak-in-the-United-States_Version-2.pdf
https://www.baylor.edu/communityconnection/news.php?action=story&story=218091
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day-care and extra informal care tasks for family members 14, relational problems and domestic violence 15 to reduced job 

security16, 

Consequently, the policy paper identifies several groups at EUR that are likely to be disproportionately disadvantaged during 

this crisis17: 

• International students and employees 

• Students and employees with a migration background 

• Students and employees with informal care tasks 

• Singles, single parents 

• Students and employees with a physical or psychological disability 

• Students and employees with an unsafe or troubled home environment 

• Students with a part-time job in mental healthcare or with front line employment 

These groups are neatly reflected by the key equality dimensions that have been articulated as Equality Dimensions by the 

Diversity and Inclusion office18. With the recommendation that there should be targeted policy action towards these groups 

at a governmental level and institutional level, it provides a call to action for a communications approach that does the same 

for it is clear that the needs of these audiences are likely more distinct and pressing. 

As such, this policy document outlines a clear imperative to focus on inclusivity as well as providing a useful model in which 

to audit the inclusivity of current communications at EUR; this will be the focus of later sections. 

1.4. Supporting future Initiatives at EUR 

 

 

14 Alon, TM et al. (2020). The Impact of COVID-19 on Gender Equality. NBER working paper series, https://www.nber.org/papers/w26947.pdf 

15 Taub, A. (2020). A new COVID-19 crisis: Domestic abuse rises worldwide. NYTimes. https://www.nytimes.com/2020/04/06/world/coronavirus-domestic-
violence.html 

16 Baker, MG (2020) Characterising occupations that cannot work from home: a means to identify susceptible worker groups during the COVIS-19 pandemic. 
MedRXiv. https://www.medrxiv.org/content/10.1101/2020.03.21.20031336v1 

17
Tibboel et al. (2020) Covid-19: Uitdagingen en handelingsperspectieven voor inclusieve universiteiten https://www.eur.nl/en/media/2020-05-

20200515corona-discussie-punten-di-finale-versie.  

18 See Annex 1 

https://www.nber.org/papers/w26947.pdf
https://www.nytimes.com/2020/04/06/world/coronavirus-domestic-violence.html
https://www.nytimes.com/2020/04/06/world/coronavirus-domestic-violence.html
https://www.medrxiv.org/content/10.1101/2020.03.21.20031336v1
https://www.eur.nl/en/media/2020-05-20200515corona-discussie-punten-di-finale-versie
https://www.eur.nl/en/media/2020-05-20200515corona-discussie-punten-di-finale-versie
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Strategic priorities at EUR will also be enhanced by inclusive communications. One example of this is the push towards a more 

comprehensive alumni programme. Key to EUR’s intended approach are campaigns which ‘create pride and affinity within 

the Erasmian community (students staff, and alumni)  using “authenticity, consistency and passion” in communication. 

A second key focus for the program is to better understand EUR’s graduate community; including ‘what they do and how 

they would like to engage’. From that, it enables alumni initiatives to better segment our alumni into different groups, which 

enables tailored communication. The outcome of this is expand the number and relevance of opportunities for alumni to be 

involved with EUR and to contribute to the Erasmian community. 

Diversity and Inclusion and inclusive communication are integral components of building an approach that fulfils these aims 

of engaging alumni. By understanding our community better, and how equality dimensions affect our communities 

relationship with EUR, we can create communications that are more authentic and relevant to individuals, thus making them 

will feel more engaged with the institutuon. For the strategic aims of alumni engagement, the result of greater graduate 

engagement means that graduates will be increasingly likely to “take some action to help the mission of the university”  for 

example with ‘philanthropic donations’ or volunteer contributions’ 

The latter of these benefits can also provide direct support as well as reinforce other diversity and inclusion initatives that 

are underway as part of EUR’s wider commitment to show and generate societal impact, for example, in outreach 

programmes. 

1.5. Supporting existing efforts at EUR 

Further to new strategic initiatives, inclusive communication also has much to offer existing priority areas at EUR,  

This includes but are not limited to:  

• Erasmus X: focusing on working at societal challenges with our students, aiming at using research and education to 
have an impact on society  

• Student Wellbeing (part of the HEQA projects): Ensuring psychological wellbeing for students, community & social 
safety, and health & lifestyle.  

• SDG Dashboard: Developing a SDG dashboard for EUR that with SDG's rankings national and international. 
Determining the focus in SDG's for EUR. 

• Gezond en veilig werken (Healthy and safe working environment): containing all four elements of the 
occupational health strategy: projects to tackle problems at source to projects that facilitate individuals to protect 
themselves personally.  

Nonetheless, the benefits of inclusive communication are easily recognisable in priority areas such as  internationalisation 

policy. As successful internationalisation usually results in a greater influx of diverse individuals and groups into the 

institution. In this way, diversity and inclusion is the ‘continuing care’ aspect of successful internationalisation. 

Currently, 6262 international students at EUR make up 20% of the university’s population.  With more than a hundred 

different nationalities amongst its students and staff, EUR is representative of an international university.  
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Within a model developed by Spencer-Oatley and Dauber identifying the four primary stages of internationalisation within 

higher education, (see Figure 1 below) EUR has likely achieved the phase of Structural Internationalisation19. 

 

Figure 1- © Spencer-Oaty & Dauber and their stages of internationalisation in higher education 

With EUR’s Strategy 2024 renewed focus on ‘quality’ internationalisation,20  is the acknowledgement and attempt to deepen 

internationalisation, which in this model means increased emphasis towards ‘community', and 'intercultural interaction'. 

While robust policy is being developed towards making this happen; there is a need for supporting communication to show 

the same adeptness in 'intercultural interaction' and 'community building' to make this happen. 

1.6. Supporting Internal Networks at EUR 

Furthermore, the last decade has seen the growth and expansion of internal networks at EUR that are along the equality 

dimensions and focus on matters of inclusion and social equity. These range from institutionally integrated efforts such as 

FAME to more student-centred organisations such as Erasmus Pride. These are important parts of the wider culture at EUR, 

providing support and belonging to members of the EUR community “close to the ground”. Empowering these networks is 

 

 

19 Spencer-Oaty H., Dauber D. (2015) How internationalised is your university? From structural indicators to an agenda for integration. GlobalPAD Working 
papers. Available at GlobalPAD Open House, 

https://warwick.ac.uk/fac/soc/al/globalpad/openhouse/interculturalskills/how_internationlised_is_your_university.pdf  Among Dutch universities, UvA 
also aligns its internationalisation policy development to this model.  

20 EUR Strategy 2024, pp.11, 51 

https://warwick.ac.uk/fac/soc/al/globalpad/openhouse/interculturalskills/how_internationlised_is_your_university.pdf
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an important consideration, as alongside formal policy as they can reinforce much of the work performed by official bodies 

and as such respond to the demands of an increasingly diverse student body21. 

1.7. COVID-19 

The impact of COVID-19 has  also placed societies under unforeseen pressure and presented universities and their 

communities with unprecedented challenges. For the EUR this has meant campus closures,  cancellation of graduations and 

other events, responding to the knock-on effects of interrupted studies or adjusted coursework requirements or delivery 

modalities; leveraging technology as the resource for both academic and administrative operations; developing new health 

and safety protocols and communication strategies and dealing with the economic effects of recent developments. 

Nonetheless, the inclusion and social equity issues arising from COVID-19 are stark, with increasing research and evidence 

that these outcomes have not had an equal effect upon university communities. Instead, COVID-19 has a disproportionate 

impact on specific groups, particularly those that are underrepresented or facing equality issues. These effects will have short 

term and long-term consequences for students and staff well outside their agency. It is essential to realise that this is due to 

the social and economic circumstances of the individual and not to their academic qualities. 

As such, the moral and instrumental imperative underpinning diversity and inclusion efforts have been magnified due to 

COVID-19. Communication efforts supporting greater diversity and inclusion must also grow in their magnitude and 

effectiveness. 

1.8. Inclusive Communication and Diversity Marketing 

To address the above points, a valuable model to consider is the concept of ‘inclusive marketing or ‘diversity marketing’. This 

concept relates to the messaging, people, processes, and technologies that enable marginalised or underrepresented groups 

to experience and connect with brands fully22. 

This has been an increasingly successful approach for organisations to connect with diverse audiences and is an approach 

often used by higher education institutions. Simply, universities can raise positive attitudes toward inclusiveness and diversity 

if there is the recognition that inclusive marketing is an effective strategy to set up inclusive systems23. 

 

 

21 Wekker, G et al. (2016). Let's do diversity, Report of the Diversity Commission University of Amsterdam. Diversity Commission, University of Amsterdam. 

(pg 5). 

22 “Let's talk about inclusive marketing”, Accenture https://www.accenture.com/us-en/blogs/interactive-insights-blog/lets-talk-inclusive-marketing  
23 Rivera, R. G., Arrese, A., Sádaba, C., Casado, L. (2020). Incorporating diversity in marketing education: A framework for including all people in the 

teaching and learning process. Journal of Marketing Education, 42(1). doi:10.1177/0273475319878823  

https://www.accenture.com/us-en/blogs/interactive-insights-blog/lets-talk-inclusive-marketing
https://doi.org/10.1177/0273475319878823
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Inclusive Marketing invites us to consider that marketing can achieve the promises of EUR’s efforts toward D&I by considering  

all facets and layers of a person’s identity, such as skin tone, gender identity, age, sexual orientation, body type, ethnicity, 

culture, language, religion/spirituality, physical/mental ability, socio-economic status and mindset. 

The approach also invites us to account for intersectionality, which means recognising that a single person may represent 

many identities or dimensions and acknowledging the nuances inherent in every individual's personality and preferences; 

thus, it fits neatly with EUR diversity and inclusion aims.  

Practitioners consider inclusive marketing to begin with genuine openness within communications teams that bring a 

diversity of thought and cultural awareness. This means both acknowledging and learning from those who are present in the 

room and thinking about who is not absent and needs to be heard24.  

It is also essential to embed inclusivity in marketing processes from the initial stages to the review process. When it is treated 

as an afterthought, communication can go wrong, and the audience risks alienation25. 

If the aim of EUR and its diversity and inclusion efforts is to build connections with stakeholders from all backgrounds (and 

particularly, underrepresented groups), then it is essential to acknowledge an inclusive communications approach and adapt 

our messaging and content to our audience, as audiences rarely respond to the same message in the same way. 

As such, our communication must consider these three facets: 

• In-culture: the marketing must relate to the group’s cultural values, ideals, and perceptions 

• In-language: this involves not merely a translation, but also interpretation, and may also require a change in visual 

as well as auditory communication  

• In-person: to invest in and interact socially with stakeholders and their communities 

This approach and model are an essential lens in evaluating existing communications efforts and in structuring this 

communication plan. 

 

 

24 “Let's talk about inclusive marketing”, Accenture https://www.accenture.com/us-en/blogs/interactive-insights-blog/lets-talk-inclusive-marketing 

25 “Let's talk about inclusive marketing”, Accenture https://www.accenture.com/us-en/blogs/interactive-insights-blog/lets-talk-inclusive-marketing. 

https://www.accenture.com/us-en/blogs/interactive-insights-blog/lets-talk-inclusive-marketing
https://www.accenture.com/us-en/blogs/interactive-insights-blog/lets-talk-inclusive-marketing
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2. Policy Context 
This section provides an overview of the existing and approved policy documentation that inform the scope and direction of 

this communications plan. 

2.1. Diversity and Inclusion Implementation Plan 

This is the primary institutional framework which this communications strategy falls under and it contains four objectives 

within its vision: 

1. Freedom of speech for everyone is indisputable, and it is encouraged to express ideas and opinions, civilly.  

2. Recognising that competitiveness and innovation are enhanced by the diverse backgrounds, perspectives, 

knowledge and experiences of our students, faculty, and staff members. 

3. Social equity, inclusion and dignity are a right for all members of the EUR community, and society as a whole  

4. Harassment and discrimination in any form have no place at EUR. Being bystanders to harassment and discrimination 

is not to be tolerated either. 

This communication plan is centred on ensuring these four concepts are embedded in all communication and value 

statements produced by EUR. 

The Diversity Office has the aim to promote this by:  

• Creating structural awareness and dialogue about D&I within the university  

• Bringing about an inclusive student community by connecting with student associations on D&I themes, 

organising debates, and dialogue with and between various student groups on campus and in society.  

• Being a centre of expertise by facilitating and advising organisational units regarding the implementation of 

diversity policy and interventions 

• Connecting knowledge, students, faculty, staff, experts, departments, and best practices that cross 

departments and faculties 

• Being responsible for internal and external communication 

• Providing an (administrative) support base for the Chief Diversity Officer and the Faculty Diversity Officers  

• Lead/contribute to the above-mentioned institutional activities  

2.2. Marketing and Communications Strategy Plan 

The key aims of this plan include: 

Monitoring and managing the reputation of EUR 
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Issues of diversity and inclusion are crucial to the reputation of EUR. If the university is focused upon branding itself based on 

its values, and beyond the quality of its educational services, then it is inviting itself to be assessed more stringently than it 

has done in the past and on criteria, which until recently, had not been considered. The goals EUR have set in Strategy 2024 

are indivisible from the goals of a diverse and inclusive institution; consequently, it must leverage its significant internal 

resources and strengths to achieve its goals. 

This means a proactive understanding of what is expected from a diverse and inclusive institution and taking the external 

currents and expectations of wider society seriously.  

Embedding a public engagement and impact mindset in the EUR community 

This also involves being ready and able to communicate issues of diversity and inclusion. 

As much as academic knowledge, strong socially relevant communication is of crucial importance as is being relatable to the 

general public and being willing to start or engage in meaningful conversations that our society faces, such as the impact of 

the COVID-19 virus.  

By not treating issues of D&I as an afterthought, or as an extra to how important operations within the university are enacted, 

can help produce the culture shift internally that will also educate our community to approach external collaborations with 

the same socially aware mindset. Besides, this reflects a more reflective understanding of research priorities. 

Influencing national and international perceptions of EUR among external stakeholders, transitioning our image from a 

career-making university to an institution for positive societal impact. 

Central to this will be aligning our resources with the current trends and expectations of a world-class educational institution. 

Many of EUR competitors possess a strongly embedded diversity and inclusion focus in their communications structure. To 

achieve this aim requires adhering to international standards, perspectives and expectations about what EUR’ conveys about 

itself. That will inevitably involve portraying itself (and being) an institution that is fundamentally concerned with celebrating 

its diversity and being an inclusive place to be part of. 

Supporting EUR leadership, researchers and opinion leaders with tools, advice, and best practices on how to engage with 

their public stakeholders, among other resources. 

This involves being at the forefront of thinking when it comes to diversity and inclusion policy and how it is enacted in higher 

education. This is in combination with using innovative communication approaches via avenues such as social media. In short, 

it is being able to valorise this knowledge effectively so that when recommending other members of the EUR community on 

their communication, we are training them to use inclusive language. To better understand the diversity of our community 

and provide communication that engages all parts of our community. 
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3. Strategic Overview 

This section provides an audit of existing communication using an inclusive communication model, which is outlined below. 

It is informed through reflection of theory, policy, individual observation, and formal and informal feedback from colleagues 

and most of all, in evaluation of audience response. As a preface, it is an overview of the situation as it is, rather than an 

indictment of intention and efforts by specific parties, who almost universally are committed to realising the ideals of EUR, 

and its Erasmian Values. Simply, it remains that communications are there to support and enhance the goals of research and 

policy, rather than replace it. 

Nonetheless, this plan will firstly provide an audit of the existing communication efforts at EUR. It also considers the policy 

aims of the respective departments and institution and considers external trends, competitors and the challenges brought 

on by COVID-19.  

3.1. Summary 

Though improving, the university’s communication remains structurally un-diverse, reactive, and narrow. The impact of 

COVID-19, in particular, will expose many of its longstanding weaknesses. 

3.2. Un-diverse 

Key Points 

• Unclear understanding of ‘equality dimensions’ by staff across the institution (what they are, why they are 

important, how and why they intersect and the potential effects upon work and "core priorities." 

• Diversity and inclusion are fundamentally seen as ‘an additive’ to communications efforts rather than an integral 

part.  

• Avoidance of discussion on specific equality dimensions that are seen as 'controversial' or may invite robust debate. 

Absence of focus on certain equality dimensions sends a message.  

• Longstanding avoidance/skittishness around communications within the institution that relates to crucial equality 

dimensions. Meaning that representation along certain equality dimensions such as 'Race', 'Faith' and 'Class' are 

invisible to the audience 

• Practical outcomes of the above result in:  

o a near absence of visible minorities in university communications. 

o Intermittent and siloed communications on ‘invisible’ minority groups  

o Intermittent showcasing of diverse role models. 

o Inconsistent tone/focus in communications can make diversity efforts look inauthentic and tokenistic. 

“Equality Dimensions” 

Following the model of inclusive marketing outlined earlier, our equality dimensions are clear within D&I; however, this is 

not matched across EUR. Some dimension areas such as ‘gender’ have developed understanding and support, while others 

such as ‘gender identity and reassignment’ do not. This disparity somewhat explains the lack of content for the latter.   
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Furthermore, as many staff do not realise that some aspects of their work (communications output) have diversity and 

inclusion facets to them or reside wholly as an equality issue. Thus, knowledge of these equality dimensions can move towards 

substantive discussions of tone, terminology and focus is something which the intersectional issues of cross-cutting 

dimensions are scarcely spoken of.   

Furthermore, some equality dimensions are seen as 'controversial' or ‘taboo’, and so are not discussed or emphasised in 

communication, for example, religious expression. While this may come from the standpoint of avoiding offence, or being 

concerned about the response, for the concerned audience, it communicates that the institution cares less or not at all about 

something that can have a tremendous impact on individual life.  

Avoiding controversial subject areas in communications can result in underrepresented groups being silenced or not given 

recognition. Furthermore, it will be mostly impossible when prioritising societal engagement in the social media age. 

"An additive." 

Unfortunately, the central weakness is that the Diversity and Inclusion (D&I) are seen as a separate and distinct part of 'core 

work' for many staff at EUR, and wider d&i concepts are rarely considered part of how to approach ‘core work’ in EUR. 

As D&I is a cross-cutting concept, it remains the responsibility of everyone to communicate inclusively. This is well understood 

in principle and intention, but often the responsibility for this is not evenly considered, and the execution is intermittent.  As 

diversity and inclusion is a siloed area and is the responsibility of a communications officer for diversity26, it allows these 

matters not to have to be considered by other staff. It thus can lay outside what they consider their core delivery as 

employees. This is often to the detriment of broader communications.  

Instead, it often means some work is marked a ‘D&I’, for example, the celebrations around International Women’s Day, is 

‘D&I’ and other work, such as research communications research is not. In principle, there is no issue with this; however, this 

distinction usually comes with a negative impact on the perceived importance of diversity topics. Furthermore, for topics 

considered of importance, the unawareness of D&I, its concepts, etc. can have a significant impact on the quality of the 

research being communicated and the potential communication ramifications of it27.  

This is an example of how a more reflective understanding of equality issues could have altered the approach when writing 

and how understanding audience perspective could have revealed earlier the issues that arise
28

.  

Outcomes 

 

 

26 In the case of M&C. Most communications departments do not have a specialist nor appear to have a specific portfolio to consider it at all. 

27 Annex 2- Press Release about the Atlantic Slave Trade. 

28 It also highlights the lengths necessary to address and promote change. As despite the several calls/ meetings and drafting an alternative article, the main 

article remains published unaltered by the faculty. Such dehumanising language is inappropriate, and in the current social climate invites an unnecessary 
reputational risk- in the author's opinion. 
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These factors above show their symptoms in the overall communication output of EUR, with few exceptions. 

Firstly, visual communication is notably un-diverse. This is true for visible minorities who are generally underrepresented in 

university communication; nevertheless, certain groups are altogether absent from wider communications, such as 

individuals with (visible) functional impairments. 

When diversity is shown, it is labelled as diversity. As such, it does not naturally convey ‘representation as a fact ‘within our 

community, nor does it do so as an integral part of our brand and our aims. It is ‘an additive’, which in its labelling tacitly 

implies that its core, that EUR is 'not diverse.' There is also the longstanding fact that the tagging or branding of 

communications as a part of ‘diversity’ allows some parts of our audience to switch off29, as it is separate to the core brand 

offering of EUR. Something which is not intended by EUR’s policy. 

Meanwhile, content concerning certain equality dimensions is largely absent. This is clear, for example, with regards to sexual 

expression, individuals with functional impairments (visible or otherwise), socio-economic inclusion/exclusion (outside of an 

abstract. All of which are subjects of great interest to wider society, as well as the EUR community. In contrast, until very 

recently, the vast majority of all news items on the topic of race and ethnicity relate to a single researcher and a single 

research topic30. This, of course, does not represent the wide variety of research and initiatives produced across the university 

on equality issues; rather, it illustrates the lack of focus on them. 

Nonetheless, there is a lack of diverse role models or individuals that are showcased in communication. This is not solely the 

fault of communication across EUR as it does, unfortunately, reflect a certain reality. Nonetheless, the current situation and 

focus tacitly sends a message about what it is to be an Erasmian, and largely to its detriment. There is continuing evidence 

that visible role models are important in promoting diverse attainment31 and this is reflected in calls from within our 

community also: 

“…it’s very important to have role models in this context. They show you: this is feasible, I can achieve this too. And the senior 

academics represent the community at large”32. 

 

 

29 An example/criticism of this was expressed by Minister of International Development, Sigrid Kaag during her speech for international women's day in 

March. Attendance of the event was heavily skewed towards women; she saw it as a result of communication that emphasised gender and gendered 
language. 

30
Voetbalcommentator is bevooroordeeld: zwart krijgt meer kritiek dan wit https://www.eur.nl/nieuws/voetbalcommentator-bevooroordeeld-zwart-krijgt-

meer-kritiek-dan-wit. 

31
 Role Models, Houses of Parliament (2015) https://www.parliament.uk/documents/Diversity-Inclusion/Workplace-Equality-Networks/Role-

Models/Parliamentary-Rolemodels-Book-Nov2015.pdf  

32‘It’s good that the university is taking a stand, but internal representation leaves a lot to be desired’ ,  Erasmus Magazine 

https://www.erasmusmagazine.nl/en/2020/06/09/its-good-that-the-university-is-taking-a-stand-but-internal-representation-leaves-a-lot-to-be-
desired/?noredirect=en_US  

https://www.eur.nl/nieuws/voetbalcommentator-bevooroordeeld-zwart-krijgt-meer-kritiek-dan-wit
https://www.eur.nl/nieuws/voetbalcommentator-bevooroordeeld-zwart-krijgt-meer-kritiek-dan-wit
https://www.parliament.uk/documents/Diversity-Inclusion/Workplace-Equality-Networks/Role-Models/Parliamentary-Rolemodels-Book-Nov2015.pdf
https://www.parliament.uk/documents/Diversity-Inclusion/Workplace-Equality-Networks/Role-Models/Parliamentary-Rolemodels-Book-Nov2015.pdf
https://www.erasmusmagazine.nl/en/2020/06/09/its-good-that-the-university-is-taking-a-stand-but-internal-representation-leaves-a-lot-to-be-desired/?noredirect=en_US
https://www.erasmusmagazine.nl/en/2020/06/09/its-good-that-the-university-is-taking-a-stand-but-internal-representation-leaves-a-lot-to-be-desired/?noredirect=en_US
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Consequently, we may be undercutting policy efforts in this area by missing the opportunity to inspire individuals who may 

not identify with our existing roster of role models.  

Finally, an additive approach of communicating diversity and inclusion across the institution also prompts further problems, 

as when EUR does address diversity in its communications, it can be such tonal shift from other messaging that wider inclusive 

communication efforts can appear inauthentic and tokenistic. This can lead the audience to reject it, causing growing 

indifference, message fatigue or at worst a backlash3334. We can see a further example of this here: 

 

Figure 2- A response to Erasmus Anti-Racism statement 

3.3. Reactive 

Key Points 

• Lack of training and understanding across the institution and its communication departments on the impact of 

implicit bias as well as the importance of equality dimensions on communications. 

• Lack of collaboration between departments and communication efforts. Some departments are more effective than 

others; there is a missed opportunity to learn and support. 

• Many initiatives and networks are siloed from each other, leading to resource waste. Weaker internal 

communication means individuals do not know of these initiatives and cannot work on them.  

 

 

33‘It’s good that the university is taking a stand, but internal representation leaves a lot to be desired’, Erasmus Magazine 

https://www.erasmusmagazine.nl/en/2020/06/09/its-good-that-the-university-is-taking-a-stand-but-internal-representation-leaves-a-lot-to-be-
desired/?noredirect=en_US  

34‘Dear EUR, act(ion demanded)!’ Erasmus Magazine https://www.erasmusmagazine.nl/en/2020/06/12/dear-eur-action-demanded/  

https://www.erasmusmagazine.nl/en/2020/06/09/its-good-that-the-university-is-taking-a-stand-but-internal-representation-leaves-a-lot-to-be-desired/?noredirect=en_US
https://www.erasmusmagazine.nl/en/2020/06/09/its-good-that-the-university-is-taking-a-stand-but-internal-representation-leaves-a-lot-to-be-desired/?noredirect=en_US
https://www.erasmusmagazine.nl/en/2020/06/12/dear-eur-action-demanded/
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• Lack of data/ market research/segmentation on target stakeholders via equality dimensions = Weaker Feedback 

Loops = Communication priorities reinforce existing actions/Slow to change. 

Blind spots 

While staff may be unaware or insufficiently aware of issues of diversity, inclusion and social equality and their impact on 

EUR's priorities, training is vital in addressing unawareness and the potential ramifications of it. 

Despite the recent (and welcome) influx of training for communications staff in departments such as M&C, specific training 

on intercultural communications and implicit bias has not been conducted yet, nor is it widespread in communications 

departments or within the institution. This has the effect of reinforcing that it is not important- as if it were, individuals would 

receive training in it. As a result, staff miss the opportunity for individuals to be shown directly how diversity and inclusion 

matters both affect their work and their approach to work, in a safe, non-threatening manner. 

The current situation across the institution is one fraught with risks and inefficiencies. At times staff realise the diversity and 

inclusion aspects of their communication efforts when problems arise, or when colleagues focused on diversity and inclusion 

point it out after the fact. This leads to the colleague feeling blindsided and lacking the tools or ability to respond, get 

adequate support or resolve the challenges themselves. 

Worse, these blind spots also mean that it is more difficult for staff to ascertain the existence or scope of potential 

communication challenges and prepare accordingly. This shown by the disjointed communication response across EUR to the 

protests on systemic racism.  Many staff across faculties were overwhelmed by it and were unsure what to say, some did not 

consider it of relevance/ did not see it in their place to comment, some awaited the central university to comment, and others 

faced internal (and external) pressure to do so alone35. This was a trend also experienced at other Dutch universities36  

Simply, to avoid these scenarios is by successful embed D&I in a transformational manner rather than in an additive way37, 

and this requires staff to be comfortable and knowledgeable about issues of D&I. From that, staff can better recognise how 

diversity and inclusion influence their work, recognise potential pitfalls and be more comfortable in taking ownership of how 

it is communicated, rather than feeling they lack the expertise in this area. 

Silos 

Nevertheless, the fact remains that the majority of communications at EUR are generated and controlled by faculties and 

their communication departments; this results in wild disparities in the level of inclusive communication. For example, ISS, 

take a lot of care and time in their communication to reflect on these equality dimensions to make the communication as 

 

 

35  See Annex 3 and comment towards RSM. 

36 See Annex 4 

37 “LGBTQ–Inclusivity in the higher education curriculum: A best-practice guide,” University of Birmingham 

https://intranet.birmingham.ac.uk/staff/teaching-academy/documents/public/lgbt-best-practice-guide.pdf 

https://intranet.birmingham.ac.uk/staff/teaching-academy/documents/public/lgbt-best-practice-guide.pdf
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accessible as possible; however, this is not always reflected elsewhere. Nonetheless, their experience and approach can be 

of use in supporting other faculty efforts.  

Furthermore, M&C is effective in disseminating communication best practices to other faculties in areas such as web editing 

and branding. There is every evidence that best practices of inclusive communications can be successfully valorised to other 

communications teams after receiving enough training and after the successful expansion of its capacities. 

To support this sharing of knowledge in inclusive communications also means sharing and engaging with the content of 

inclusion. Content-wise, many faculties hold events, initiatives and create content that undoubtedly relates to inclusion and 

social equity issues; which have relevance to individuals in other faculties, or our wider community who can then join, 

support, and collaborate. However, institutional silos still hamper sufficient informational flow. Consequently, it is vital to 

develop an internal communications culture surrounding inclusion that has a critical mass (and importance) to overcome 

informational silos and promote shared learning and collaborative communications.  

Also, is it noted that EUR’s structural efforts in promoting diversity and inclusion, led by the D&I Office are recognised as 

being active and engaged but are increasingly required to show greater visibility in wider communications38; this is a 

continuing area for improvement. 

Within a wider culture of silo-isation, there is only so far that the diversity and inclusion office, alone can generate its own 

visibility given its broader focus, its more limited resources compared to other departments, and the (generally) intense 

competition for communications space. As such, it is important for its message, resources to find expression through the 

platforms of larger institutional bodies and potentially to also have greater resources for communications if necessary. 

Knowledge Gaps 

Silos within EUR also contribute to a wider knowledge gap when considering inclusive communications. In trying to 

communicate effectively with underrepresented groups and stakeholders within the wider EUR community, it requires a 

detailed understanding of these diverse audiences. That is not apparent in existing communication efforts across the 

institution. 

In better cases such as M&C recent (and largely successful efforts) to conduct useful market research and gather audience 

data; there, however, is there is no audience research or data along equality dimensions or in targeting underrepresented 

groups. This is an understandable oversight given perceived sensitivities in this area; however, the potential outcomes from 

this are distinct. 

 

 

38‘It’s good that the university is taking a stand, but internal representation leaves a lot to be desired’, Erasmus Magazine 

https://www.erasmusmagazine.nl/en/2020/06/09/its-good-that-the-university-is-taking-a-stand-but-internal-representation-leaves-a-lot-to-be-
desired/?noredirect=en_US 

https://www.erasmusmagazine.nl/en/2020/06/09/its-good-that-the-university-is-taking-a-stand-but-internal-representation-leaves-a-lot-to-be-desired/?noredirect=en_US
https://www.erasmusmagazine.nl/en/2020/06/09/its-good-that-the-university-is-taking-a-stand-but-internal-representation-leaves-a-lot-to-be-desired/?noredirect=en_US
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Being unaware of key considerations of segments of our audience, as expressed in concrete data, insights or profiling makes 

it more difficult to ascertain how to conduct effective or sensitive communications with minority segments39. It essentially 

reduces communications efforts to a set of (educated) guesses, especially when focusing on underrepresented groups we 

may not specifically addressed before, whether they are in our community or outside. This can have notable policy impacts, 

for example, in the successful roll-out of EUR's outreach program and in reaching the communities the program is intended 

to benefit. 

Furthermore, not identifying audience demographics and differences it invariably leads to communication strategies led by a 

macro view of a target audience and their priorities. From that, specific communication needs of underrepresented groups 

can end up being sidelined and erased40. 

Nonetheless, EUR does collect some information based on demographic groupings and equality data, which, albeit sensitive, 

can help to guide the development of audience segmentation, and potentially to develop tailored communication. This in 

combination with a wider liberalisation in collecting equality data41 It would be useful to consult some of these internal 

sources to utilise for this manner. 

This quantitative data can be supplemented with qualitative information generated by feedback or focus group also. Which 

can be used flexibly to fill specific knowledge gaps also, and provide greater feedback mechanisms in which to guide future 

communications 

In the absence of data, negative feedback, or conflict, it is easy to assume that all stakeholders are being addressed. However, 

staff only realise it is not being addressed in a crisis or when they receive pushback, which typically can be a surprise. 

3.4. Narrow 

Key Points 

• Changing social expectations and values, new challenges forthwith 

• EUR is increasingly judged on global standards, more likely in the Post-COVID-19 environment. 

• Strategy 2024 opens EUR to be increasingly judged on its societal presence and role above merely its academic 

output.  

 

 

39 I mean this to say, there must be sufficient granularity in data and knowledge of our audience. Students may in large part have the same general facets 

which make certain mass communications sufficient. Still, certain groups such as international students may have more specific requirements or priorities 
and thus require a different approach to engage successfully that can be subdivided further into international students from E EA and non-EEA and so on. 
This is true with other demographic groupings, and it is useful to understand our audience as much as possible, especially ones we have not catered for in 
the past. 

40“Unconscious bias in marketing: Why brands need to wake up to it", Medium https://medium.com/raindrops-petrikoerhq/unconscious-bias-in-marketing-

why-brands-need-to-wake-up-to-it-8d3a7e8ff078  

41
Barometer Culturele Diversiteit beschikbaar voor werkgevers, Rijksoverheid (2020) https://www.rijksoverheid.nl/actueel/nieuws/2020/05/14/barometer-

culturele-diversiteit-beschikbaar-voor-werkgevers  

https://medium.com/raindrops-petrikoerhq/unconscious-bias-in-marketing-why-brands-need-to-wake-up-to-it-8d3a7e8ff078
https://medium.com/raindrops-petrikoerhq/unconscious-bias-in-marketing-why-brands-need-to-wake-up-to-it-8d3a7e8ff078
https://www.rijksoverheid.nl/actueel/nieuws/2020/05/14/barometer-culturele-diversiteit-beschikbaar-voor-werkgevers
https://www.rijksoverheid.nl/actueel/nieuws/2020/05/14/barometer-culturele-diversiteit-beschikbaar-voor-werkgevers
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• Threats from increasing brand expectations 

• Increased reputational risk by the increased distance between stated values and communications choices 

Changing Social Environment 

Demographically, at all levels, the university is increasingly encountering a new generational cohort of millennials, and 

generation Y whose expectations of their services, brands and education are “based more on common values than just 

transactional needs42”. 

Latest market research employed by M&C has shown the overwhelming switch towards social media for media consumption 

throughout stakeholder groups at EUR. As communications across EUR transition towards a social media-first approach, it is 

crucial to seed inclusivity at the very beginning. Nonetheless, the cultural change that the proliferation of social media has 

prompted adds extra pressure on EUR to understand the currents, trends, and 'language' of social media as to utilise new 

media approaches effectively. 

More succinctly, issues such as #metoo, COVID-19 and recent protests against systemic racism, represent paradigm- level 

shift in the values, expectations, and responses of our community and audience. They and present an unavoidable challenge 

to higher education, let alone our institution or its communications approaches. Equivocation and 'false balancing' on matters 

of fairness and equality is less tolerated, and the university is expected more to provide greater a platform for marginalised 

individuals, groups, and ideas. 

Nevertheless, it is also a time whereby greater transparency, self-reflection and frankness by institutions on is increasingly 

welcomed43, and there is also greater scope to admit limitations, provided it is seen that the institution is honest about doing 

something about it, and involves a broader community with it. 

As such the 'narrowband' focus of one-way communication categorised by posting news articles of research as and when it 

is created should develop towards a broader process where our understanding and capabilities are utilised to build a 

relationship with the audience. This means comfortably introducing our knowledge and expertise at times of relevance to 

wider societal debate, in a manner that is digestible for non-academic society. 

Brand Expectations 

 

 

42 Arthur, R. (2016, 16 March). Generation Z: 10 stats from SXSW you need to know. Forbes. Retrieved 

from https://www.forbes.com/sites/rachelarthur/2016/03/16/generation-z/#54d39b0d2909  

43‘New measures to tackle racial inequality, as Imperial pledges to ‘do better, Imperial College London,  ’https://www.imperial.ac.uk/news/198013/new-

measures-tackle-racial-inequality-imperial/  

https://www.forbes.com/sites/rachelarthur/2016/03/16/generation-z/#54d39b0d2909
https://www.imperial.ac.uk/news/198013/new-measures-tackle-racial-inequality-imperial/
https://www.imperial.ac.uk/news/198013/new-measures-tackle-racial-inequality-imperial/
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Nevertheless, in taking a more visible social profile and in attempting to shift the perception of EUR as a social actor, means 

higher expectations by our audience, this is especially on issues of social justice44 

This can result in an expectation gap between the audience and EUR which can alienate the audience over time. For example, 

Rotterdam is a vibrant and multicultural city, home to the most significant European port, where half of its population has a 

migration background it has a relatively high proportion of low-educated workers, it faces higher levels of unemployment 

and income segregation45  

There is increasing evidence that this alienation is becoming more apparent and more public, as exemplified by the quote on 

Erasmus TV of ‘I don’t see Rotterdam on this campus’ or ‘Are we earnestly living up to our ‘Erasmian’ values of diversity and 

inclusivity?’46 There is already an expectation for EUR to reflect the diversity of its wider environment. The expectations have 

grown as EUR, has refocused towards an international university but a locally engaged social actor. 

Consequently, a gap can be perceived if the imagery from the institution is not reflective of this. As such, the current lack of 

representation in imagery can be perceived to undermine wider efforts to convey EUR as a diverse and inclusive actor. 

 

Figure 3- Twitter response to anti-racism statement by EUR 

It is even more problematic when these tensions are communicated to 50,000 of our followers, as shown above. 

Reputational Risk 

 

 

44, For example, EUR has announced its aim to adhere to the Millennium Development goals of which one aspect is SDG 6- Gender Equality. If we announce 

that those standards and values are the ones we aspire to, infractions against this or failure to do so will be judged more harshly, or introduce distrust to the 

image of the institution where none was there before 

45 Tersteeg, A.K., Bolt, G. and van Kempen, R. 2017. DIVERCITIES: Dealing with Urban Diversity - The case of Rotterdam. Utrecht University, Utrecht. 

46
  Dear EUR, act(ion demanded)!’ Erasmus Magazine https://www.erasmusmagazine.nl/en/2020/06/12/dear-eur-action-demanded/ 

 

https://www.erasmusmagazine.nl/en/2020/06/12/dear-eur-action-demanded/
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Overall there is increased reputational risk due to heightened brand expectations and due to wider changes in society47.  

There is notable growth in 'citizen lobbyism'48 where public affairs increasingly involve the public perception of a company 

and how said company contributes to society49.  

Nonetheless, many of the critical PR challenges faced by EUR in recent times have been related to aspects of D&I, such as 

recruitment of female academics. Issues regarding inclusion and social equity will continue to pose PR challenges (and 

opportunities) for EUR; whether they relate to the protests against systemic racism of today or other systemic barriers50. 

Consequently, a more developed understanding of these issues will be needed to maintain high-quality public relations and 

reputation management.  

More than ever, students and other stakeholders can use social media and other digital communications to make their 

opinions about EUR known and to attract others to do the same. It is increasingly difficult for communications departments 

to control the narrative in using a more traditional communications approach51.  

We have recently seen the substantial impact that social media blowback can have on a university’s reputation, evidenced 

by the flat-footed response by Dutch universities to respond to accusations of institutional racism. A situation where students 

or other stakeholders post about the experiences at EUR of discrimination, abuse, etc., on the universities social media 

account as has happened at UvA or Leiden recently52, is as great a threat to the reputation of EUR as bad press in a news 

article. Notwithstanding that increasingly, traditional news articles are being formed from social media posts or from 

reporting social media pile-ons. 

A tone-deaf response can worsen the situation or end up proving the charge (whether ‘true’ or not)53. Unfortunately, in the 

context of the equality dimensions, events such as these are increasingly likely, and as such, it is important to treat it with the 

utmost seriousness. 

 

 

47 Arthur, R. (2016, 16 March). Generation Z: 10 stats from SXSW you need to know. Forbes. Retrieved 

from https://www.forbes.com/sites/rachelarthur/2016/03/16/generation-z/#54d39b0d2909  

48 Trend report on Citizen Lobbyism (2017) https://dr2.nl/wp-content/uploads/2019/02/trend.pdf  

49
 ‘Global Public Affairs’, Dröge & van Drimmelen https://dr2.nl/wp-content/uploads/2019/09/Global-public-affairs-DR2-ENG.pdf 

50, It is not a stretch to foresee a situation where there are wider controversies concerning work and study environments for ind ividuals with functional 

impairments, for example. When that happens, EUR will also need to show then that it is an environment that does not discriminate (passively or actively) 
against 'disabled' individuals. This is perfectly imaginable for an entire range of issues. We must be prepared to offer a meaningful and transparent response 
that his frank about our efforts. 

51 ‘Global Public Affairs’, Dröge & van Drimmelen https://dr2.nl/wp-content/uploads/2019/09/Global-public-affairs-DR2-ENG.pdf. 

52
 See Annex 4 

53 See Annex 4 

https://www.forbes.com/sites/rachelarthur/2016/03/16/generation-z/#54d39b0d2909
https://dr2.nl/wp-content/uploads/2019/09/Global-public-affairs-DR2-ENG.pdf
https://dr2.nl/wp-content/uploads/2019/09/Global-public-affairs-DR2-ENG.pdf
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3.5. Pressures from COVID-19 

Key Points 

• Increased reliance on remote work. Success is dependent on EUR community feeling connected to the institution and 

maintaining feelings of identity and belonging. 

• Compelling evidence of disproportionate impact along equality dimensions across the EUR Community 

• Potentially semi-permanent state of crisis communications. Increasing cultural competence in communications is 

critical to address marginalised groups. 

• Increases risk that substantive diversity and inclusion efforts drop off the agenda or do not receive the attention 

they deserve.  

Renewed need for D&I 

COVID-19 has further exposed the importance of D&I sensitive communications at present. Given the rapid shift to remote 

working and the new challenges that are faced throughout the EUR community. Conflict resolution, employee engagement, 

and problem-solving hinge on how the EUR community connect to EUR and their feelings of belonging in the institution. That 

means ensuring communications content and style that emphasises wellbeing and safety are key. These are both important D&I 

considerations 

Marginalised groups and cultural competence 

Furthermore, despite the universal disruption that has been imposed on the EUR community, the central problem will remain 

that its impact is drastically different across the community and exacerbates existing challenges along equality dimensions as 

outlined in the COVID-19 Policy paper.54 

As such, to offer enough communications support means also identifying these groups with our audience and ascertaining 

their communication needs and priorities. Subsequently, staff must develop sufficient cultural competence to ensure 

successful messaging.  

Institutional Priorities 

This resulted in a state of unprecedented crisis communications focused almost solely on delivering information related to 

COVID-19 to the EUR community.  As such, certain subject matters which normally would feature on EUR communication 

 

 

54
 Tibboel et al. (2020) Covid-19: Uitdagingen en handelingsperspectieven voor inclusieve universiteiten https://www.eur.nl/en/media/2020-05-

20200515corona-discussie-punten-di-finale-versie  

https://www.eur.nl/en/media/2020-05-20200515corona-discussie-punten-di-finale-versie
https://www.eur.nl/en/media/2020-05-20200515corona-discussie-punten-di-finale-versie
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channels were placed aside. As a principal policy aim is to maintain continuing support for diversity and inclusion actions 

during this crisis55, the same is vital for communications on diversity and inclusion also. 

Following this analysis, we propose that EUR should adopt features of an Inclusive Communications approach as outlined 

below. 

3.6. Embedding Inclusive Communications 

The key actions to consider in employing an inclusive communication approach is for the: 

Objective scrutinising of existing communications56 

• Identifying patterns of unconscious bias or negative undertones in campaigns. 

• Looking to see if certain groups are disproportionately represented or underrepresented. 

Adaptation of messaging to the audience57. 

• Avoiding the development of communications where diversity aspects are an additive—for example, swapping 

out the images to show people of different ethnicities. 

• Understanding stakeholders and audience first, their experience and thinking of how to better tell that story. 

• Using online resources regarding the composition of the audience  

• Conducting market research to initiate conversations with underrepresented individuals or groups within our 

community 

• Keeping aware of nuances within cultural groups, and to listen and understand, rather than make assumptions. 

 

 

55
Tibboel et al. (2020) Covid-19: Uitdagingen en handelingsperspectieven voor inclusieve universiteiten https://www.eur.nl/en/media/2020-05-

20200515corona-discussie-punten-di-finale-versie  

56
Making The Case For Diversity In Marketing And PR Forbes. Retrieved 

from  https://www.forbes.com/sites/forbescommunicationscouncil/2019/02/15/making-the-case-for-diversity-in-marketing-and-pr/  

57
Making the Case For Diversity In Marketing And PR Forbes. Retrieved 

from  https://www.forbes.com/sites/forbescommunicationscouncil/2019/02/15/making-the-case-for-diversity-in-marketing-and-pr/  

 

https://www.eur.nl/en/media/2020-05-20200515corona-discussie-punten-di-finale-versie
https://www.eur.nl/en/media/2020-05-20200515corona-discussie-punten-di-finale-versie
https://www.forbes.com/sites/forbescommunicationscouncil/2019/02/15/making-the-case-for-diversity-in-marketing-and-pr/
https://www.forbes.com/sites/forbescommunicationscouncil/2019/02/15/making-the-case-for-diversity-in-marketing-and-pr/
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Widening of the narrative58. 

• Using sources and professionals who offer a diverse perspective.  

• Including people and groups who have been marginalised  

• Highlighting the trailblazers. 

This approach will inform the analysis, strategic overview and suggested initiative proposed. 

 

 

58
Making the Case For Diversity In Marketing And PR Forbes. Retrieved 

from  https://www.forbes.com/sites/forbescommunicationscouncil/2019/02/15/making-the-case-for-diversity-in-marketing-and-pr/  

 

https://www.forbes.com/sites/forbescommunicationscouncil/2019/02/15/making-the-case-for-diversity-in-marketing-and-pr/
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4. Strategic Goals for Inclusive Communication 
Considering the rationale for inclusive communication, the policy context and an audit of the existing communications 

position, several strands can be developed to embed inclusive communication. 

4.1. Strategic Goals  

I. Diversify the content of communications at EUR through greater understanding 

II. Make the communication of diversity, inclusion, and social equity more proactive 

III. Broaden the approach to communications at EUR as to better address this key societal challenge 

4.2. Goal 1. Diversifying Communications 

This strand addresses the development of diversity, inclusion, and social equity issues in being visible and understood 

conceptually across EUR. It seeks to outline the areas where equality dimensions matter, encourage overall 

awareness and representation and place a spotlight on inclusive role models 

Operational objectives  

1.1 Developing an understanding of equality dimensions 

• Seeding thinking on equality dimensions in leadership 

• Seeding thinking on equality dimensions across EUR 

1.2 Continuing support and recognition of equality dimensions at EUR 

• Community awareness of social equity, inclusion, and diversity aspects 

• Bringing action on equality issues alongside understanding  

1.3 Promoting inclusive role models and leadership 

• Reaffirming “Erasmian Values” and highlighting role models (both current and past) 

• Showcasing a diverse array of role models and leaders at EUR currently 

• Developing diverse role models in the EUR community and connecting them to the city 

Criteria for success 
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Understanding of equality dimensions 

• Executive Board accepts vision of the approach 

• Senior staff are made aware of this vision as important to communication approaches both centrally and in 

faculties 

Support and recognition of equality dimensions at EUR 

• Continuing strong communication for 25/25 initiative 

• Recurring Event: International Women’s Day 

• Recurring Event: Advancing Social Equity in Academia 

Inclusive roles and leadership 

• Project: Diversifying Portraiture 

• Communications for: Outreach Policy: “Connecting Our Future” 

• Campaign: Interview Series 

4.3. Goal 2. Building Proactivity 

This strand of initiative concern initiatives to embed inclusivity in the structure of EUR, so that expressed communication can 

benefit. It involves training, network building and connecting knowledge across the institution, so that conceptual awareness 

of D&I can be supported by sufficient capabilities in which to utilise it. 

Operational objectives  

2.1 Reducing blind spots in understanding  

• Increasing Professionalism  

2.2 Breaking down silos of knowledge at EUR and building networks 

• Cross- Faculty learning  

• Developing internal groups and culture on D&I and communication 

2.3 Building the institutional knowledge base 

• Developing and utilising research 
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• Data utilisation, Segmentation and Diversity Marketing 

Criteria for success 

Reducing blind spots 

• Training: Implicit Bias  

• Training Development: ‘Inclusive Communication’ 

• Training: Intercultural Communication  

Breaking down silos and improving network building 

• Communication for: Connecting/ Non-violent communication  

• Communication for: Biannual Best Practice Sharing Workshops at CLI 

• Digital event: "Social Equity in Action. 

• Newsletter: Inclusion@EUR 

Building an institutional knowledge base  

• Research communication  

• Diversity Research Portal 

• Quantitative Responsible use of Equality Data, Data Analytics  

• Qualitative Feedback, Focus Group Testing 

• Developing Responsible Segmentation and Metrics 

4.4. Goal 3. Broadening Focus 

This strand relates to the strategic aspects of inclusive communications and how it can be used to support wider EUR goals. 

Communication becomes broadened by developing two-way communication that helps builds a relationship with the 

audience, through sensitive and nuanced messaging considering their needs and priorities. 

Operational objectives  

 3.1 Seeding D&I in New Communication Approaches 

• Inclusive Social Media 
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3.2 Guiding Brand Development  

• Brand Guidelines 

• Social Media Awareness Campaign 

3.3 Confronting and Mitigating Risks 

• Public Relations 

• Crisis Communications 

Criteria for success 

Capitalising on new communication approaches 

• Erasmus TV 

Guiding brand development 

• Inclusive Language 

• Inclusive Branding (Imagery) 

Confronting and mitigating risks  

• Preparation of PR Narratives 

• Website: Supporting crisis communication
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5. Initiatives for Inclusive Communication 
 

5.1. Summary 

This section is intended to provide an in-depth overview of actions that can support inclusive communications at EUR. They 

include specific institutional actions relating to communications, communiations support for specific policy actions/initiatives 

related to promoting diversity and inclusion and communication actions that do the same in their own right. These actions 

are split up according the organisational level, from the level of: 

• Diversity and Inclusion Office 

• (wider)Marketing and Communications (and related departments) 

• Institution (EUR whole) 

At these three levels, EUR actions in communicating diversity will be organised inbetween. 

5.2. Actions for Diversity and Inclusion Office 

25/25 

Addressing: “Support and Recognition of Equality Dimensions at EUR” 

This is the formal announcement of the universities policy to increase the proportion of women professors at the university.  

The prior campaign involved a social media and web-focused campaign interviewing leaders in industry, academia, and 

government on their approach in gender mainstreaming within their respective institutions. This was produced in both 

writing and in video and was published on social media. 

Furthermore, several videos were produced explaining the approach EUR is taking within this area, and a public version of 

the document was made available so that PhD students, post-docs and junior academic staff could understand better how 

they stand to benefit from the new policy. 

During the initiatives first round (2020/21), continued communication will be necessary to highlight the benefits participants 

receive from the program. Besides, it will also be necessary to develop FAQs and wider knowledge base.  

Suggestion/Action: The Senior Communications Officer for D&I, Frederick Ntow, in conjunction with the D&I office will 

develop communication surrounding this communication aim. Frederick Ntow will also coordinate with M&C, as necessary. 

Biannual Best Practice Sharing Workshops at CLI  
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CLI and the D&I office with host biannual “Best Practice Sharing workshops” in which successful examples of Inclusive 

Education Practices at the EUR will be showcased in a plenary session and then discussed in smaller breakout sessions. Drinks 

will follow the workshop to facilitate informal networks of lecturers and other staff concerned with inclusive education. The 

first best practice sharing workshop will be on 28 September 2020.  

Suggestion/Action: The Senior Communications Officer for D&I, Frederick Ntow, in conjunction with the D&I office and CLI 

will develop communication surrounding this communication aim. Frederick Ntow will also coordinate with M&C, as 

necessary. 

Refreshing Academic Portraiture 

Addressing: “Diverse Representation, Brand Gap” 

This project would catalogue the many portraits of academic leaders, both painted and photographed at EUR, that embody 

Erasmian values of world citizenship, embracing societal engagement and an open and critical mindset both past and present. 

As a key consideration is to increase representation, and our existing portrait stock is overwhelmingly of retired men, the 

balance would be achieved with the supplement of new high-quality photographed portraits of academic leaders who are 

women. As well as potentially from other ethnicities, socio-economic backgrounds, etc. 

This new mix of older portraits and new photographs would take their place across key areas of the university, for example, 

outside the Sentatzaal, in important Halls and in key corridors across campus buildings. Mixing the different traditions and 

legacies that have combined to ‘be an Erasmian’, so increasing representation and community pride. 

Suggestion/Action: Senior Communications Officer for D&!, Frederick Ntow and Diversity and Inclusion Office will produce 

a longer proposal outlining this initiative for consideration by the Executive Board 

Cultural Observances 

Addressing: “Diverse Representation, Brand Gap” 

EUR will look to reflect on a wide variety of cultural observances over the year. These range from national and international 

celebrations and observances, to the secular and non-secular. This policy is intended to give acknowledgement to our 

community, which consists of Individuals from a wide variety of cultural backgrounds and perspectives. A calendar will be 

supported to notify communication experts and advisors within the university of what events EUR will focus on, and the level 

of involvement and planning that EUR will dedicate to these events.  

Suggestion/Action: The Senior Communications Officer for D&I, Frederick Ntow will handle liaising with M&C and HR as 

necessary. Providing the observance calendar, providing content to the relevant teams in M&C, as well as supporting their 

efforts to observe these dates. 

Event: International Women’s Day 

Addressing: "Diverse Representation, "Developing an understanding of Equality Dimensions." 
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International Women’s Day (IWD) highlighted EUR's commitment to gender equality and diversity at EUR and highlighted the 

key role that women at EUR have within the EUR community at large. 

IWD will involve a social media and web-focused campaign centred on interviewing leaders in industry, academia, and 

government on their approach in gender mainstreaming within their respective institutions.  

The event itself will have a keynote speaker of prominence. For the 2020 edition, this was the Minister of International 

Development, Sigrid Kaag. 

It will be held on campus should a large-scale return to campus be sanctioned. Otherwise, it will be held digitally. 

Suggestion/Action: The Senior Communications Officer for D&I, Frederick Ntow, in conjunction with the D&I office will 

develop and organise this event. Frederick Ntow will also coordinate with M&C, as necessary. 

Event: Advancing Social Equity in Academia 

Addressing: "Diverse Representation, "Developing an understanding of Equality Dimensions." 

Advancing Social Equity in Academia (ASEiA) represents the latest thinking from D&I@EUR, looking to have a frank discussion 

on matters of diversity, inclusion, and beyond that, social equity.  

The prior campaign involves a social media and web-focused campaign interviewing leaders in industry, academia, and 

government on their approach in gender mainstreaming within their respective institutions. This is both in writing and in 

video and is published on social media. 

The event will serve as an AGM for D&I@EUR, offering the opportunity to highlight the successes of the year and new 

initiatives being developed. The event itself will have a keynote speaker of prominence. For the 2020 edition, this was the 

Minister of International Development, Sigrid Kaag 

It will be held on campus should a large-scale return to campus be sanctioned. Otherwise, it will be held digitally. 

Suggestion/Action: The Senior Communications Officer for D&I, Frederick Ntow, in conjunction with the D&I office will 

develop and organise this event. Frederick Ntow will also coordinate with M&C, as necessary. 

Newsletters: Inclusion@EUR 

Addressing: "Visibility, "Developing an understanding of Equality Dimensions." 

This would be a quarterly all-staff and all-student newsletter email, outlining many of the actions across the university 

involving diversity and inclusion topics. This serves to again, draw attention to articles, research that has been missed and to 

show where students and staff can get involved. 

Suggestion/Action: The Senior Communications Officer for D&I, Frederick Ntow, in conjunction with the D&I office will 

develop and organise material for this newsletter. Frederick Ntow will also coordinate with M&C, on gathering relevant 

research and material from faculties and in receiving support for design. 
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Digital Events: Social Equity in Action 

Addressing: "Diverse Representation, "Developing an understanding of Equality Dimensions." 

This would be a digital series held monthly via teleconferencing in which to have interesting speakers from EUR and externally 

speak about prominent issues of diversity and inclusion to staff and students. It will also be an opportunity to highlight 

interesting research at EUR concerning diversity and inclusion matters. A key aim of this initiative is to draw attention to 

diversity and inclusion issues and visibility for its proponents as has been demanded increasingly by students. 

Suggestion/Action: The Senior Communications Officer for D&I, Frederick Ntow, in conjunction with the D&I office will 

develop and organise this event. Frederick Ntow will also coordinate with M&C and Strategy, as necessary. 

Website: Educational Tools 

Addressing: “Siloisation of Research”, Developing an understanding of Equality Dimensions." 

This concerns wider digital support for a D&I Educational Initiative. The D&I office will support the library in efforts to train 

teachers to expand their course literature using relevant search engines. Many teachers are resistant to diversifying their 

course literature because they simply do not know where to look for relevant sources from non-western, women, black or 

migrants or queer perspectives and authors.  

The library will also provide a toolbox for diversifying the curriculum that will be provided on the D&I knowledge platform for 

Inclusive education.  

Communications actions for this initiative includes making a digital repository for the program through: 

• Building a Diversity and Inclusion Educational tools webpage 

• Adding Connective Communication materials on a webpage of Inclusive educational tools 

• Adding “Self-knowledge best practice: sharing documents on Diversity and Inclusion Educational Tools webpage.  

• Adding inspirational Diversity and Inclusion narratives via Diversity and Inclusion Website 

Suggestion/Action: The Senior Communications Officer for D&I/M&C, Frederick Ntow, in conjunction with the D&I office 

will develop and organise this event. Frederick Ntow will also coordinate with wider M&C. 

Website: Crisis Communications 

Addressing: “Increasing Cultural Competence, Institutional Reactivity, Reducing Reputational Risk” 

This concerns primarily the English language website of EUR, and how information is brought together. For example, the key 

focus for international students will be the practical student life of the university and is lighter on the detailed information 

that the afforded to Dutch-speaking students navigating the Dutch language website. This asymmetry has been exposed and 
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worsened given the situation precipitated by the COVID-19 virus, as more information regarding pastoral care, courses, and 

support networks become increasingly important. 

In addition, the advent of long-term home working and studying means that the website gains renewed focus as a mechanism 

information transfer for the EUR community; over both face-to-face contact or class instruction. As such functionalities such 

as improved web care and support chatlines such as Students4Students become ever more important and used. 

Simply, it is key that students and staff alike will be able to access resources that support their circumstances. 

Suggestion/Action: The Senior Communications Officer for D&I/M&C, Frederick Ntow will handle the liaising between D&I 

and wider M&C, providing internal support to promote these specific initiatives that support staff and enhance D&I 

initiatives. 

Website: Diversity Research Portal 

Addressing: “Siloisation of Research” 

This project to map out and link key researchers and research along the lines of the equality dimensions outlined above and 

support a wider knowledge base for thought leadership relating to diversity, inclusion, and social equity. 

This will be displayed via a visually engaging online portal that uses data visualisation techniques to effectively show the 

multitude and value of research that is produced at EUR. 

The communications benefit of this is to highlight further the depth and multitude of research at the EUR that is being (and 

has been) developed relating to issues of diversity, inclusion, and social equity.   

This both serves internal communications. Researchers concerned with equality and equity can better see across faculties 

the research and researchers relevant to their work. 

In addition, it also furthers the reputation of the university as a place that is concerned with these prominent issues and is 

taking an active role in using the power of research to address socially prominent issues. 

 

Suggestion/Action: The Senior Communications Officer for D&I/M&C, Frederick Ntow will work with the Diversity and 

Inclusion Team, in particular with D&I Monitoring Officer, BICC and University Library to bring this project into being.  

Website: Equality Dimensions 

Addressing: "Developing an understanding of Equality Dimensions." 

The Equality Dimensions outlined in the Annex to this policy recommendation will be published on the website and included 

as part of EUR’ formal ‘viewpoint’ as to how it characterises issues of diversity.  
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Suggestion/Action: The Senior Communications Officer for D&I/M&C, Frederick Ntow will handle publishing this content, 

subject to legal and executive approval.  

5.3. Actions for Marketing and Communications (M&C) 

Implicit Bias Training 

Addressing: “Increasing Cultural Competence, Understanding of Equality Dimensions, Institutional Reactivity, Reducing 

Reputational Risk” 

A key recommendation is that ensuring that communications officers at M&C (and all communications officers across EUR) 

receive implicit bias training. This is so they can be given the tools in which to reflect upon how bias affects work that they 

do and the priorities that they choose. M&C has taken great steps to increase professionalisation and training over the year, 

and this focused training is in line with the notable aims of the department and would support the crystallisation of existing 

efforts. This is notwithstanding going a step beyond additional step beyond the laudable existing effort between D&I and 

M&C to exchange and pool knowledge and expertise. Implicit Bias training for M&C staff also has direct benefits to how 

individuals respond to each other, so improving the overall effectiveness of the unit. 

This training would also help to contextualise many of the other policy recommendations surrounding inclusive imagery and 

terminology as it provides a common baseline of discussion and awareness of these subject matters.  

Training had been suggested and discussed by M&C in the past but given the renewed need. This must become part of the 

approach within the department. More importantly, M&C is the prime agent to valorise its benefits to other communication 

units within the university and to other staff looking to communicate their work. 

Suggestion: The Senior Communications Officer for D&I/M&C, Frederick Ntow will work with Diversity Policy Officers in 

HR as well as M&C to develop an Implicit Bias training course for M&C Staff in the year 2020 with other communications 

officers in faculties receiving it also. The courses will be in Dutch and English. 

Press Narratives on Diversity, Inclusion and Social Equity matters 

Addressing: “Institutional Reactivity, Reducing Reputational Risk” 

One area of increasing importance is the need for the university to have clear and decisive responses to sensitive issues of 

diversity and inclusion, including but not limited to issues of social justice, social inclusion, social safety, and harassment.  

Holding statements can achieve this and show that EUR and its faculties understand, are sensitive and proactive in these 

matters. This is an area for improvement. 

EUR needs to be able to give a swift and calculated response to external scrutiny, that is sensitive and proper for both 

traditional and new media as well as through EUR internal communications. These messages need to be coherent, agreed 

upon by all relevant stakeholders and delivered by appropriate people at the correct time. 

Suggestion: The Diversity & Inclusion Office will devise key phrases and talking points that can be included in official 

communication for use with Marketing and Communication. Senior Communications Officer for D&I/M&C, Frederick Ntow 
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will support the Press Officer for the Uni in continuing to develop these press narratives using input and knowledge from 

D&I to strengthen the press office with specific issues. 

Inclusive Language 

Addressing: “Increasing Cultural Competence, Institutional Reactivity, Reducing Reputational Risk”  

A key consideration is to promote the use of inclusive language in all communication from the university. This is, using 

appropriate terminology for people, places, and things. This means to ensure that nobody is unnecessarily inflamed or 

offended from the language communicated from the university. Content from EUR should use language that avoids 

stigmatisation. For example, instead of the term ‘refugees’ or ‘refugee students’, better terminology would be ‘students with 

refugee status’. Instead of 'disabled people', say people with 'functional impairments'. This emphasises that people are 

primarily individuals, the same as everyone else, rather than the focus being on their status, their impairment (permanent or 

transient) or any other aspect.  

This task will involve updating communication material where possible, website material, primarily, but also teaching 

communication staff where necessary about appropriate terminology. This is particularly important also when 

communicating through social media platforms.  

Suggestion: Senior Communications Officer for D&I/M&C, Frederick Ntow will produce a full manual for Marketing and 

Communications to use, expanding towards a manual for all communications officials at the university to use also. This 

will be in Dutch as well as in English. 

Inclusive Branding 

Addressing: “Increasing Cultural Competence, Institutional Reactivity, Reducing Reputational Risk”  

An area of importance is the need to support inclusive branding both in photography and in other imagery that the university 

produces; this is not purely a body-count exercise to illustrate diversity. But as an exercise to ensure that the individuals, 

stories, and perspectives that EUR highlights as representative of its image represent the wide range of individuals that work 

at EUR. That is showing a full range of people that work at the university of different ages and diverse backgrounds – and 

being able to show them in a positive, inclusive light. As such, the plan is to update the current brand guidelines to represent 

and display this diversity in an authentic and non-tokenistic manner. From the central office to faculties and other individuals 

at the university must consider a full range of participants in their photos and think carefully about what they communicate 

to the outside audience.  

This means ensuring that a wide range of participants of said photographs are included, gender, race etc. Group photos must 

show the diverse range of individuals within EUR. This is in addition to the forward-thinking, dynamic individuals with an 

energetic approach that we currently prioritise as an aim. 

Suggestion/Action: Senior Communications Officer for D&I/M&C, Frederick Ntow will produce a full manual working with 

wider M&C. This manual will be for Marketing and Communications to use in their communications, with the intention on 

expanding towards a manual for all communications officials at the university to use. 
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Erasmus TV 

Addressing: “Increasing Cultural Competence, Institutional Reactivity” 

This is the universities television channel initially focused on offering prompt information on the impact of COVID-19 on EUR. 

However, it has included several episodes focused on key issues of diversity, such as the recent protests against systemic 

racism which could quickly go on social media and reach the wider EUR community. It is also an opportunity to show a more 

representative image and view of EUR.  

Suggestion/Action: Senior Communications Officer for D&I/M&C, Frederick Ntow will continue to provide research and 

advice for the show and topics as needed. The theme and nature of the show will be re-evaluated in Q3 2020 and is subject 

to change. Nonetheless, it is a good avenue for drawing attention onto diversity and inclusion topics59 or in imparting an 

inclusive perspective where possible on key matters at EUR. 

Campaign: Interview Series 

Addressing: “"Diverse Representation, "Developing an understanding of Equality Dimensions." 

This is an interview series showcasing thought leaders as well as individuals with at EUR or within the Erasmian community, 

with the intention of creating greater engagement and affinity throughout the community. It would have a focus on many 

aspects of equality dimensions with subjects talking frankly about how they are engaged with 

Suggestion/Action:  Marketing and Communication has developed an interview series format. HR have also developed and 

intend to roll out a similar initiative. D&I have also made videos and interviews along this topic and format. Suggestion is 

to merge these initiatives together with Senior Communications Officer for D&I/M&C, Frederick Ntow continuing to 

provide research and advice for the show and topics and with D&I developing videos and interviews as necessary. 

5.4. Actions for Wider EUR (Institutional Actions) 

Training Module: ‘Inclusive Communication’ 

Addressing: “Increasing Cultural Competence”, “Inclusive roles and leadership." 

 

 

59 https://www.dub.uu.nl/en/analyse/racism-higher-education- “Erasmus TV broadcast an interesting conversation between a student, a lecturer, and a 

diversity officer, in light of the protests in the city. The interview showed that one of the solutions to combating racism in higher education lies in ensuring 
institutions employ a diverse group of teachers”. 

https://www.dub.uu.nl/en/analyse/racism-higher-education-
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This would be the development of a TOP training module, that would condense best practice for “inclusive communication”, 

it would utilise existing knowledge from HR and M&C departments as well as  from faculties such as ESHCC and RSM, on how 

to develop communications that are ‘inclusive by design’ as well as educating staff about some of the key trends to consider. 

Suggestion/Action: HR and Marketing and Communciation will agree on budget scope of this new training course, with 

D&I and the Senior HR Officer for D&I/HR, Katarina Putnik and the Senior Communications Officer for D&I/M&C, Frederick 

Ntow both providing input and direction as to the content and scope of material within the training course. 

Outreach Programme: “Connecting our Future” 

Addressing: “Increasing Cultural Competence”, “Inclusive roles and leadership." 

EUR’s new outreach programme ‘Connecting our Future’; reflects the unified focus by EUR to eliminate systemic barriers of 

exclusion and in leveraging the diverse knowledge and talent of local communities. 

It includes three main strands and policy aims. 

1. Elaborate and strengthen our connection with underrepresented primary and secondary school pupils and 

students in the greater Rotterdam area by offering specific activities (via Science Hub/ Erasmus Ambassadors 

Office); 

2. Expand and improve student-centred support in the pre-enrolment phase and at EUR for these groups to retain 

their talent; 

3. Enabling the development of new ‘blocks’ by facilitating EUR scientist, teachers and students to develop, 

implement and research equity-based opportunity programmes/activities, to be fed back to institution as regular 

services when deemed effective. 

Communication implications from the programme include the potential communicating of results of research surrounding 

measuring outcomes and effects of the activities in each of the strands. 

It also potentially involves creating content for internal and external audiences (also for promotional goals), maximising the 

reach and effects of this content, providing all necessary support to enable other to communicate effectively, aids project 

leader in liaising with external stakeholders. 

Suggestion/Action: The Senior Communications Officer for D&I/M&C, Frederick Ntow will work with the existing 

communications experts handling this program and within both departments, providing necessary attention and 

communications support in the overall promotion of the program.  

Communication supporting Community Building 

Addressing: “Increasing Cultural Competence, Understanding of Equality Dimensions, Institutional Reactivity, Reducing 

Reputational Risk” 

As is outlined in the upcoming D&I Education Plan, Community building is central to promoting inclusive education. 

Community building extends beyond high academic and educational involvement that makes use of the diverse knowledge 
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that our university and its students have to offer. It also encompasses the creation and safeguarding of a safe environment, 

in which the university’s space is for everyone. Finally, fostering social connections between student groups and the university 

is key to establishing an inclusive culture which reaps the benefits of our diversity. 

This area requires the renewed use of internal communications tools and branding to support this aim. With the situation 

precipitated by the COVID-19 virus, these community-building mechanisms will be increasingly online. 

Suggestion/Action: The Senior Communications Officer for D&I, Frederick Ntow will handle communicating the 

development of this training within internal communications and in supporting the D&I Education Team in rolling this 

project out. 

Communication supporting Connective/Non-violent Communication 

Addressing: “Increasing Cultural Competence, Understanding of Equality Dimensions, Institutional Reactivity, Reducing 

Reputational Risk” 

As will be outlined in further in forthcoming D&I plans, "Connective Communication" more popularly known as Non-violent 

communication (NVC) is a method of communication based on the belief that all communication and interpersonal 

interaction should be geared to meeting the needs of those involved. It teaches practitioners to recognise and communicate 

their feelings and needs and request concrete actions to improve their wellbeing. NVC has the potential to help teachers and 

students create a more inclusive classroom by providing the skills needed to communicate and create a community with 

diverse people.  

This method has been employed successfully at EUR over the last several years, with practitioners being invited to support 

teams at Erasmus MC and in-house practitioners also training their colleagues in events such as Share Your Knowledge. It is 

intended that training expanded and formalised for teams and departments at EUR, and thus require significant internal 

communications support to generate and support buy-in. 

Towards the end of 2020 and subject to approval, there is an intention for the Institute of Social Studies (ISS) to roll-out a 

pilot scheme of mass training for its staff involving: 

• One/on/one evaluation of training needs by the trainer 

• Online group training  

• One follow-up online re-assessment lead by a trainer.  

Evaluation of this training will be used to develop it further and train the trainers' programs for teachers and staff from all 

faculties (lecturers and tutors) involved the first year of the bachelor programs and members of faculty learning innovation 

teams. 

It is intended that should this pilot be successful, that it be rolled out across the entirety of EUR. Consequently, a campaign 

promoting and explaining NVC and its relationship to the EUR strategic goals for the respective faculties will be needed. The 

marketing campaign will use best practices from the ISS and will require the engaged support of M&C as well as 

communications resources in each faculty. This project will be further developed in the D&I Education Plan.  
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Suggestion/Action: The Senior Communications Officer for D&I, Frederick Ntow will handle communicating the 

development of this training within internal communications and in supporting the D&I Education Team in rolling this 

project out. 

5.5. Other Relevant Institutional Areas for Inclusive Communication 

This is a non exhaustive list of other areas that have been suggested by stakeholders that would benefit from the inclusive 

communications approach suggested in this policy document. In these initiatives it is intended that expertise from D&I can 

be consulted as necessary. Nonetheless, overall accountability and responsibility for these programmes remains with the unit 

developing these programmes. 

Cultuurcampus op Zuid 

Addressing: “Increasing Cultural Competence, Understanding of Equality Dimensions, Institutional Reactivity, Reducing 

Reputational Risk” 

Strengthening the position of higher education, culture and tourism in Rotterdam South. The parties in the covenant are 
Codarts Rotterdam, Erasmus University Rotterdam, Rotterdam University of Applied Sciences and the Municipality of 
Rotterdam. The aim is to create a national cultural and scientific institution, that offers space for education, art and culture 
at Rotterdam South and allows young people to come into contact with higher education and art and culture. 
Communications surrounding this area would need sensitivity and alignment with some of the other larger communications 
efforts such as the Outreach programme. 

Suggestion/Action: The Senior Communications Officer for D&I/M&C, Frederick Ntow and wider expertise within the D&I 

office and Marketing and Communications is available to provide communications input as necessary. Overall 

accountability and responsibility remains with the unit overseeing the programme.  

Erasmus X  

Addressing: “Increasing Cultural Competence, Understanding of Equality Dimensions” 

This initiative focuses on working at societal challenges with our students, aiming at using research and education to have an 
impact on society. Erasmus X is also developing an Erasmian Values Game. 

Suggestion/Action: The Senior Communications Officer for D&I/M&C, Frederick Ntow and wider expertise within the D&I 

office and Marketing and Communications is available to provide communications input as necessary. Overall 

accountability and responsibility remains with the unit overseeing the programme. 

Erasmian Leadership  

Addressing: “Increasing Cultural Competence, Understanding of Equality Dimensions, Institutional Reactivity, Reducing 

Reputational Risk” 

This is a co-creation of HR / SO, leadership development for leaders at EUR in line with our mission and values and to support 
our organisation to make the transition. Starting with 'topkader' but also aiming at leadership development organisation-
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wide in a later stage. Embedding in existing leadership programmes, additional programmes where needed. Input on sensitive 
and inclusive communications may be of use here as well as greater understanding of equality dimensions 

Suggestion/Action: The Senior Communications Officer for D&I/M&C, Frederick Ntow and wider expertise within the D&I 

office and Marketing and Communications is available to provide communications input as necessary. Overall 

accountability and responsibility remains with the unit overseeing the programme. 

Gezond en veilig werken (Healthy and safe working environment) 

Addressing: “Increasing Cultural Competence, Understanding of Equality Dimensions” 

The G&VW programme contains all four elements of the occupational health strategy: projects to tackle problems at source 
to projects that facilitate individuals to protect themselves personally. In this way, the G&VW programme helps the EUR to 
take responsibility for a healthy and safe working environment. Communications here may benefit from greater 
understanding of equality dimensions and in sensitive communications. 

Suggestion/Action: The Senior Communications Officer for D&I/M&C, Frederick Ntow and wider expertise within the D&I 

office and Marketing and Communications is available to provide communications input as necessary. Overall 

accountability and responsibility remains with the unit overseeing the programme. 

SDG Dashboard 

Addressing: “Increasing Cultural Competence, Understanding of Equality Dimensions” 

This is the development SDG dashboard for EUR, which would promote alignment with SDG's rankings national and 

international. In addition, it supports determining the focus in SDG's for EUR.  Communications surrounding this would link 

neatly with the suggested action of  developing a ‘Diversity Research Portal’.  Also it would link  succinctly with the  

development, understanding and communications of the equality dimensions  outlined earlier. 

Suggestion/Action: The Senior Communications Officer for D&I/M&C, Frederick Ntow and wider expertise within the D&I 

office and Marketing and Communications is available to provide communications input as necessary. Overall 

accountability and responsibility remains with the unit overseeing the programme. 

Student Wellbeing 

Addressing: “Increasing Cultural Competence, Understanding of Equality Dimensions” 

This is a part of the HEQA projects and focuses on psychological wellbeing for students, community & social safety, and health 
& lifestyle. Communications here may benefit from greater understanding of equality dimensions and in inclusive 
communication, as well as aligning it with other similar actions and communications initiatives 

Suggestion/Action: The Senior Communications Officer for D&I/M&C, Frederick Ntow and wider expertise within the D&I 

office and Marketing and Communications is available to provide communications input as necessary. Overall 

accountability and responsibility remains with the unit overseeing the programme  
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UNIC 

Addressing: “Increasing Cultural Competence, Understanding of Equality Dimensions” 

An established European alliance of eight universities based in post-industrial cities with a clear mission to boost mobility and 
inclusion for societal impact. Communications surrounding this area would need sensitivity and alignment with some of the 
other larger communications efforts such as the Outreach programme. 

Suggestion/Action: The Senior Communications Officer for D&I/M&C, Frederick Ntow and wider expertise within the D&I 

office and Marketing and Communications is available to provide communications input as necessary. Overall 

accountability and responsibility remains with the unit overseeing the programme  
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6. Overview of strategic goals and activities 2020-2022 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

  

 

  
Goals Purpose Activity Deliverables (Benchmark) Accountable Responsible 

1. Diversifying 
Communications 

Developing Understanding of 
Equality Dimensions  

Seeding Equality 
Dimensions in EUR  

Agreement of Equality Dimensions 
Perspective 

CvB D&I 

Website + Communications: Equality 
Dimensions 

D&I D&I 

Support and Recognition of Equality 
Dimensions at EUR 

Community Awareness Cultural Observances- Religious and 
Secular 

D&I, M&C D&I, M&C 

Equality Dimensions in 
Action 

Event: International Women’s Day D&I D&I, M&C 

Event: Advancing Social Equity in 
Academia 

D&I D&I, M&C 

Communications for: 25/25 Policy D&I D&I 

Promoting Inclusive Role Models and 
Leadership 

Reaffirming Erasmian 
Values  

Project: Diversifying Portraiture  CvB D&I 

Inspiring Future Role 
Models  

Campaign: Interview Series D&I, M&C D&I, M&C, HR 

Communications for: Outreach Policy: 
“Connecting Our Future” 

D&I D&I and relevant 
faculties/ bodies 

2. Building Proactivity Reducing Blind spots Increasing Professionalism Training: Implicit Bias M&C D&I, M&C, HR 
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Training: Intercultural Communication M&C D&I, M&C, HR 

Training Module Development: “Intercultural 
Communication” 

HR/M&C D&I, M&C, HR 

Breaking down silos and network 
building 

Cross- Faculty Learning Communications for: Connecting/Non-Violent 
Communication 

D&I D&I and relevant 
faculties. 

Developing Internal culture Digital Event: “Social Equity in Action” D&I D&I, M&C 

Newsletter: Inclusion@EUR D&I D&I, M&C 

Building Institutional Knowledge 
Base.  

Connecting Research  Research Communication  RS D&I 

Diversity Research Portal D&I E&S, CLI 

SDG Dashboard BICC BICC 

Segmentation and Diversity 
Marketing  

Quantitative Responsible use of Equality Data, 
Data Analytics 

M&C HR, BICC, D&I, M&C 

Qualitative Feedback, Focus Group Testing  M&C D&I, M&C 

Developing Responsible Segmentation and 
Metrics 

M&C D&I, M&C 

3. Broadening 
Focus  

Capitalising on new communication 
approaches 

Social Media  Erasmus TV M&C M&C 

Guiding Brand Development Brand Guidelines. Inclusive Language M&C D&I M&C 

Inclusive Branding. (Imagery) M&C AZ, IO, M&C 

Confronting Risk Public Relations Preparation of PR Narratives D&I, 
M&C 

D&I, M&C 

Crisis Communications Website: Supporting Crisis Communications    M&C D&I, M&C 
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